Dear Teachers and Students,

Bank of Bermuda Foundation is a proud sponsor of the *Bermuda Connections Cultural Resource Guide for Classrooms*. We hope you find it a truly valuable resource in discovering more about the rich cultural fabric that makes Bermuda unique.

With suggested activities for the classroom included, the *Resource Guide* brings our cultural heritage to life for future generations. The aim is for you to experience Bermudian cultural traditions, not just learn about them. We hope you enjoy these activities and discover how important it is for us to preserve and continue the generations-old traditions of our forebears.

The *Resource Guide* draws deeply from the two years of research undertaken for the “Bermuda Connections” exhibition at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington, D.C. in 2001, and the restaging in Bermuda in 2002. As a sponsor of these exhibitions as well, Bank of Bermuda Foundation is delighted that the unique diversity of our culture will be captured in the *Resource Guide* to benefit students of the future and ensure our living traditions are preserved.
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Smithsonian Teacher Fellows

The following teachers were selected by the Bermuda Ministry of Education to attend workshops at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival’s Bermuda Connections programme in 2001 in preparation for producing this resource guide:

Lisa DeSilva, CedarBridge Academy
Nicole Douglas, CedarBridge Academy
Eugene Hastings-Durham, Southamton Glebe
Sharmane Nusum, Spice Valley Middle School
Deirdre Ross-Nwasike, Berkeley Institute
Tonetta Spring, Sandys Secondary Middle School
Louise Tannock, Berkeley Institute
Anthony Wade, CedarBridge Academy

Jennifer Hind, from The Royal Gazette’s “Newspapers in Education” programme, and Nicola O’Leary, Education Officer, Bermuda National Trust, were also participants in the workshops.

These educators along with the teachers were involved in planning, review, production, testing, and fine-tuning of the guide for classroom use.

Bermuda-based Advisors

Bruce Barritt, Llewellyn Simmons, Michael Hooper, Anson Nash, Gary Phillips, Patricia Phillips, Shirley Pearman, Ruth E Thomas MBE, Judith Wadson

Smithsonian-based Advisors

Dr Betty Belanus, Dr Olivia Cadaval, Dr Marjorie Hunt, Dr Dan Sheehy, Dr Atesh Sonneborn, Cynthia Vidaurri

Bermuda Connections Project Team

Dr Diana Baird N’Diaye, Project Director
Linda Smith Wilson, Project Coordinator
Lisa Falk, Teacher Trainer/Writer
Betty Belanus, Educational Specialist
Sue Durrant, Assistant Coordinator
Carol Dirga, Designer
Carolyn Brownell, Cover and CD Designer
Daniel Frey, Illustrator
Janine Advice, Bermuda Homecoming Programme Book Designer
Virginia Fones, Elizabeth Fortune, Interns
Heather Whalen, Government Liaison

Government of Bermuda

Departments of Community and Cultural Affairs within the Ministry of Community Affairs and Sport

Grace Rawlins, Director
Heather Whalen, Cultural Affairs Officer
Jackie Aubrey, Folklife Festival Coordinator
Marcelle Beach, Assistant Festival Coordinator

Ministry of Education

Dr Joseph Christopher, Chief Education Officer
Ms Maxine Esdaile, Senior Education Officer, Curriculum and Instructional Leadership
Llewellyn Simmons, Education Officer, Social Studies
Melodye Stuart, Consultant for Social Studies

Smithsonian Institution

Center for Folklife and Cultural Heritage

Dr Richard Kurin, Director, CFCH
Diana Parker, Smithsonian Folklife Festival Director
Dr Diana Baird N’Diaye, Curator, Bermuda Connections Program, 2001

Advisors

This classroom resource is based on research for the Smithsonian Institution’s 2001 Folklife Festival programme on Bermuda. In addition to the teacher fellows, the following advisors consulted on the development of the guide and contributed their content expertise to reviewing specific sections.
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Bruce Barritt, Llewellyn Simmons, Michael Hooper, Anson Nash, Gary Phillips, Patricia Phillips, Shirley Pearman, Ruth E Thomas MBE, Judith Wadson
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Carol Dirga, Designer
Carolyn Brownell, Cover and CD Designer
Daniel Frey, Illustrator
Janine Advice, Bermuda Homecoming Programme Book Designer
Virginia Fones, Elizabeth Fortune, Interns
Heather Whalen, Government Liaison

Essays

Writers
Dr Richard Kurin
Dr Diana Baird N’Diaye
Llewellyn Emery
Ruth E Thomas
James Tucker
William Zuill, Sr

Editors
Jackie Aubrey
Carla Borden
Dr Peter Seitel
CONNECTIONS

Classroom Handbook
Lisa Falk, Writer/Editor

Posters
Jennifer Hinds (courtesy of The Royal Gazette newspaper), How To Do An Interview
Dr Diana Baird N’Diaye and Lisa Falk, Bermuda Cultural Connections Map

Bermuda Connections
Audio CD
Ron Lightbourne, Vejay Steede (reggae), Music Curators
Pete Reiniger, Sound Supervisor
Linda Smith, Sue Durrant, Production Managers
Mary Monseur, Dr Peter Seitel, Editors
Steve Easton (Just Platinum Recording Studio), Pete Reiniger (Smithsonian Folkways Recordings), Sound Engineers
Elizabeth Fortune, Lesson Plans

Musicians and Performers:
Talbot Brothers, Gene Steede, Stan Seymour, Ras Mykkal, Runski, Somerset Brigade Band, Apex Quartet, Ghandi Burgess, Warner’s Gombeys, Place’s Gombeys, Bermuda Regiment and Bermuda Pipe Band, Not the Um-Um Players, Lance Hayward, Rehoboth Church of God, Ital Foundation

Bermuda Connections Video
Charles Weber, Producer/Director
Dr Diana Baird N’Diaye, Producer
Linda Smith Wilson, Production Coordinator
John Paulson, Videographer
Mark Griswold, Rob Schneider, Sound
Jackie Kurin, Astrid Ziebarth, Video Production Interns
Leslie Todd, Production Assistant

Tradition Bearers/Heritage Specialists Interviewed on Video
Janice Tucker: Gombey costumer
Allan Warner and Warner’s Gombeys
Michael Hooper: boat builder, model maker, and dinghy racer
The crew of Elizabeth II: Allan Powell and dinghy racers
Fernanda Pacheco: Portuguese-Bermudian foodways
Colin Blades: cricketer and commentator
Warrington “Soup” Zuill: Cup Match historian
Vincent Tuzo: kitemaker

Tradition Bearers Also Featured on Video
Larry Mills: building arts
Llewyn Hollis: fisherman
Bermuda Pipe Band and Bruce Baritt: humourists

Student Researchers on Video
Khalifa Hinds, Sandsy Middle School
Kallena Douglas, Sandsy Middle School
Milton Joshua Hill, Berkeley Institute
Stefon Swan, Spice Valley Middle School
Ethan Saltus, Berkeley Institute
Kaurie Daniels, Berkeley Institute
Celia Madeiros, Berkeley Institute
Tiffany Madeiros, Berkeley Institute
Taylor Heron, CedarBridge Academy
Stefon Swan, Sandy Spring

Teacher Coordinators for Video
Deirdre Ross-Nwasike, Berkeley Institute
Tonetta Spring, Sandsy Secondary Middle School
Louise Tannock, Berkeley Institute
Anthony Wade, CedarBridge Academy
Sharmaine Nusum, Spice Valley

Website
David Sean Hill, Kristen Souza, web designers

Special Thanks
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People have been contributing to this project right up to its final delivery to the Bermuda school system. For those whose names we may have missed, your contributions are greatly appreciated.